MANA Salutes President Biden for Executive Action to Keep Families Together

June 18, 2024 – Washington, DC – Today, President Biden announced relief for families who struggle daily with the fear of deportation despite having lived and worked in the United States for years. New actions being taken by the Department of Homeland Security will allow certain noncitizen spouses and children apply for lawful permanent residence without leaving the country. Additionally, DACA recipients and Dreamers who have earned a degree from an accredited U.S. institution of higher education in the United States, and who have an offer of employment from a U.S. employer, will be able to receive work visas more quickly.

“In the face of Congressional inability to find bipartisan compromise on common-sense, comprehensive immigration reform, President Biden has taken steps to show immigrants that their desire to live productive lives and work in the only home they know matters,” said MANA President and CEO, Amy Hinojosa. “Immigrants come to the United States to contribute, to build lives, and to be an honorable part of the American fabric and story. President Biden’s actions show that these valued members of our society are indeed, Here to Stay.”

###

_Founded in 1974, MANA, A National Latina Organization® (MANA) is a national grassroots membership organization with chapters, individual members and affiliates across the country. MANA represents the interests of Latina women, youth and families on issues that impact our communities._